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When Hurricane Irma was forecasted to hit
Florida as a Category 4 or 5 storm in early
September, most people in Kansas were
watching from afar. For Nathan Spooner,
fuel truck driver for Southwest Kansas Coop
Services, a joint venture of Skyland Grain
LLC—the storm wasn’t even on his radar. But
things changed when he got a call:

Irma was scheduled to make landfall—
driving straight through with another fuel
truck from a neighboring coop.

“Would you be willing to drive the fuel truck
to Florida to help out with hurricane relief?”
The request was part of a hurricane relief
effort coordinated by a company out of
Texas that drills oil wells in Kansas, and buys
fuel from Southwest Kansas Coop when
they’re in the area, explained Paul Sack, the
coop’s general manager.
“This company has helped out during
other hurricanes, and with Hurricane Irma
heading to Florida, they called me and said
they were looking for trucks and drivers,”
said Paul. “We thought it would be a good
thing for us to do.”
After Nathan cleared the idea with his wife,
Janina—who would be home in Ulysses
with their five kids, ages 8 to 15—the plans
quickly took shape for his drive to Florida.
He left Kansas three days before Hurricane

Two trucks from Kansas coops traveled
to Florida to help in the aftermath of
Hurricane Irma.

Heading Into The Storm

“As we were driving down, the news kept
saying it was going to be the biggest
hurricane ever,” said Nathan. “It was kind
of eerie once we hit Florida. There were
five lanes of traffic going north and people
driving on the shoulders … and we were the
only ones going south.”
Continued on page 2
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AGRICULTURE

TAKES A DIRECT HIT
Irma’s path crossed some of
Florida’s most productive
agricultural landscapes—
causing major losses to all
segments of production
agriculture.

Estimated agriculture
losses due to Hurricane
Irma in Florida*

$760 MILLION
Citrus industry

$625 MILLION

Greenhouse, nursery
and floriculture

$383 MILLION
Sugarcane

$180 MILLION

Fruits and vegetables
(excluding citrus)

$63 MILLION

Field crops including
cotton, peanuts, corn,
soybeans and rice
*Florida Department of Agriculture and
Consumer Services, October 4, 2017
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Southwest Kansas Coop sent Nathan
to the Orlando area with a truck filled
with 5,500 gallons of fuel—under the
assumption he would be there for about
five days for pre-hurricane preparation.
That trip turned into two weeks of
hard work and long days in the relief
operation coordinated by FEMA.
Hurricane Irma was a Category 4
storm when it pummeled the Florida
Keys. But fortunately, by the time it hit
Orlando in central Florida, it had calmed
down considerably. Even so, it left
approximately 6.5 million homes and
businesses across Florida without power
in the first hours after making landfall, and
an estimated 200,000 people in shelters.*

Is

it a hurricane or a tornado?

“The thing that got me the most was
the way the hurricane would spawn
tornadoes. There were 10 tornado
warnings going on for our area while
the hurricane was going through,” said
Nathan, who rode out the day-long
storm in his hotel lobby along with other
emergency responders. “I got a little
nervous when the tornadoes started
popping up and my window blew out.”
There was a curfew for the first couple
of days after the storm, so the fuel truck
drivers were “just working daylight
‘til dark,” explained Nathan. But after
authorities lifted the curfew, fuel trucks
ran from 6 a.m. until midnight—or
sometimes 2 a.m. FEMA would bring in
tankers to refill the fuel trucks so they
could go wherever needed—often filling
generators for nursing homes, hospitals,
cell towers and shelters.
“They did a really good job of keeping
the generators going in the elderly
homes, but some shelters were out
for three or four days,” he explained.
“When we showed up with fuel for their
generators, everyone was so thankful…
and that made us feel good about what
we were doing.”

Nathan Spooner spent two weeks working on
hurricane relief while his wife “held down the
fort” in Kansas with their five children.

Meanwhile,

back in kansas

…

It just so happened that Nathan’s trip to
Florida corresponded with fall harvest
in Kansas. It was tough on Southwest
Kansas Coop, losing Nathan—and his
truck—for two weeks right in the middle
of one of the biggest fall harvests ever.
But it was even tougher on Nathan’s
wife who was juggling multiple games
for their five children, as well as taking
college classes.
“On the drive back to Kansas, the
dispatcher in Florida called and asked if
I could come back because they needed
us.” But Nathan wisely kept heading
north. As Nathan put it, “My wife was
ready for me to be home.”
Even so, Nathan said that if the
opportunity came up again, he would
probably go for it. Southwest Kansas
Coop and Skyland Grain thank Nathan
for his tireless efforts to support
hurricane relief efforts in Florida.
*http://www.orlandosentinel.com/weather/
hurricane/os-hurricane-irma-monday-mainbar20170911-story.html

Fall Harvest Report
Timely rains result in big yields
We were definitely blessed this fall, and set a lot of
new records. It was by far the biggest corn bushel
take Skyland Grain has ever had. A lot of the
dryland corn yielded well over 100 bushels … and
we had a lot of acres of it. During dry years, we
typically see 50-bushel corn or less. But we had
well over two feet of rain this year, and that was
definitely the key.
As everyone worked to get those big yields off the
fields, people got a little tired and grumpy. That’s
kind of the way it goes in a long fall harvest. Did
we do everything right at all of our Skyland Grain
locations? Probably not. But we moved a lot of
grain, and that’s an accomplishment in itself.

I also can’t thank our employees enough. I was
hauling mostly milo, and I know they were dealing
with itchy milo dust all day, every day, for many
days in a row.
The next big thing on the agenda for your Skyland
Grain board of directors is strategic planning. We’ll
meet in January, and go over what we planned
last year, what we accomplished and what goals
we need to set for the future. Plus, we’ll take into
account what we learned on our location tours
back in August. We’ll look at storage options—
where harvest hit us hard this year—and figure
out what might give us the best bang for our buck
going forward.

2017 FALL HARVEST BY THE NUMBERS

100+

Approximate number of days from first
load to last load

24

Skyland Grain locations accepting
your grain

134

Employees serving you throughout the
Skyland Grain area

22,460

Overtime hours logged by Skyland
Grain employees handling your grain
this fall
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By Steve Arnold
Johnson Board
President
620-492-3030

A word of

Making Room For Your
Grain This Year …
and Into The Future

With the big harvest this fall, I want to
extend my appreciation to our patrons.
We know you have options, and we
thank you for trusting your grain with
Skyland Grain.

We are very appreciative of farmers
choosing to bring their grain to us. Once
we tally the final numbers, I’m sure it’s
going to be a record fall harvest for corn
and beans. And it looks like milo is going
to be close to record—even with milo
acres down significantly.

thanks ...

We also want to thank our employees.
By Guy Martin
This fall harvest was a real bear. Our
COO
employees worked long, hard hours
Skyland Grain LLC
taking in your grain, and moving it into
storage or ground piles. They’re often
the “unsung heroes” and we appreciate their efforts.
The timing was perfect for Skyland Grain to have our new
locations in Dermot and Wild Horse. Those locations really
worked well for us—performing just like we thought they
would. We’ll continue to look at opportunities to upgrade
speed and space at all of our locations so we can serve
you even better in the future.

Extra

capacity put to good use

By David Cron
CEO
Skyland Grain LLC

This year, we really saw the benefits of
our investments in speed and space.
We’ve added approximately 9 million bushels of permanent
storage over the last 8-9 years, along with more than 160,000
bushels of permanent legging capacity. We also added a
number of bunkers and high-speed conveyers.

What’s

ahead?

Skyland Grain will continue to move forward with an open
mind, open eyes and a sharp pencil. Your Skyland Grain
board will continue to adjust our facilities to meet the
increasing needs of customers. Plus, we’ll be looking at
opportunities to grow—whether it be with new partners, new
locations or speeding up the ones we have.
As we finish up this busy year, we wish all of our members a
Merry Christmas and best wishes for 2018.

“Skyland Grain will continue to
move forward with an open mind,
open eyes and a sharp pencil.”
– David Cron, CEO Skyland Grain, LLC
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By Tony Loehr
Grain Originator
620-318-6050

WHAT’S AUSTRALIA GOT TO DO WITH IT?

How world events can affect
our grain prices here at home
Wheat

For the most part, wheat acres are down, and
everyone thinks that should be good for the
market. In reality, the world wheat supply is big
right now—and the decreased wheat acreage in the
U.S. probably won’t net much movement in supply. To see
any real uptick in wheat prices, it’s going to take something
drastic in the Australian wheat crop that will be harvested
soon—or a poor wheat crop in Russia next summer.

Corn

We recently received the USDA monthly supply
and demand report, and if the numbers hold,
2017 will be the largest corn yield ever. Here
again, it will take an issue somewhere else in the
world to affect price in the U.S.

Soybeans

The USDA report shows a 2017 national average
of 49.5 bu/A, leaving us a comfortable carryout
of over 400 million bushels. If we can keep our
exports going, this should keep some support
under these beans in the near future. I foresee South

OUR MISSION
STATEMENT
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connecting our
producers to
the world.

American weather being one of the most important market
factors to watch the next few months. Once soybeans come
off in South America next spring, countries will turn to that
market because it’s cheaper importing from there.

Planning

for the year ahead

Looking into 2018, the dynamics seem to be pretty similar
to this year. We’re going on a couple years of drag in wheat
acreage, and things are set up for that same situation in
2018. So here are a few marketing suggestions:
• Lock in some profit—even if it’s a little out of your comfort zone.
• Be a little more proactive and take advantage of higher
prices in the future.
• Get a tighter grip on costs. Sit down and put a pencil to
it so you can make better decisions. If you have an actual
number, you can make that choice a little easier.
I invite you to contact me in Cunningham at 620-518-2818, or
Matt Overturf in the Johnson office at 620-492-6210. Skyland
Grain offers a number of risk management tools to help you
make wise decisions. We look forward to visiting with you.

We Believe
•
•
•
•
•
•

All our interactions will be conducted with integrity and responsiveness.
The safety of our employees and communities is paramount.
Environmental stewardship is our responsibility.
Sustainable growth is essential to our future.
The success of our producers contributes to our success.
Our financial strength is crucial to all stakeholders.
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Skyland Grain LLC
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Johnson, KS 67855

WISHING ALL SKYLAND
GRAIN PATRONS

www.skylandgrain.com

AGRONOMY CHECKLIST:
3 things you should do during the winter lull
1. Prepay to lock in prices.
This summer, we saw some of the lowest prices in
years for nitrogen. There were a lot of reasons for this.
The main driver was new production coming on in the
U.S.—causing other manufacturers to get aggressive
on pricing as they were fighting for tons. But once
new production actually started, the new plants had
some issues. There was less concern about the new
competition, and consequently, prices have crept back
up. We’re also starting to see phosphate creep up a bit.
Across the board, as we get into the higher use period,
prices are going to move upwards. Now is a good time
to lock in prices.

SKYLAND GRAIN AGRONOMY TEAM
EASTERN AREA
Sam Kinsler, 620-491-0681
Kyle Banks, 620-546-3447

WESTERN AREA
Wendell Isbel, 620-952-2765
Justin Ochs, 620-424-7772
Curtis Schweizer, 620-952-1454
Doug Seemann, 620-492-5154
OR CONTACT YOUR LOCAL SERVICE
LOCATION FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS.

2. Start making your chemical plan.
Get in touch with us soon to let us
know what products you’ll need. That
way, we can make sure to have plenty
of inventory when you’re ready to get
moving in February. Remember, we
offer delivery to your farm.

By Justin Ochs
Agronomy Manager
620-492-6210

3. Soil sample your fields to apply the optimum
fertilizer amount.
We can send in your samples to be analyzed by Servi-Tech
to see what carryover you have in your soils. In addition,
we have variable-rate systems to offer. Please contact your
local representative to provide you more details.

Agronomy

